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ABSTRACT 
 
Rigorous environmental assessment approaches incorporating current science are most 
useful in supporting environmentally-sound decisions regarding the management of coal 
combustion residues (CCRs).  The current leaching tests, commonly applied to CCRs, 
offer limited evaluation through simulation of a single leaching scenario and do not 
provide the mechanistic understanding required to fully evaluate treatment techniques 
or utilization scenarios.  The Leaching Environmental Assessment Framework (LEAF) 
consists of leaching test methods, data management tools and release evaluation 
approaches that, when integrated, offer a comprehensive and transparent leaching 
assessment approach.  LEAF was developed through an international collaboration with 
EPA guidance to define a leaching evaluation approach which more accurately 
delineates the source of release for a wide range of solid materials including CCRs.   
 
Leaching characterization under LEAF is used to determine material-specific leaching 
properties as a function of key release controlling factors (e.g., pH, liquid-sold ratio and 
rate of release) over a broad range of test conditions that also cover the range of 
plausible management conditions.  The four leaching tests within LEAF are currently 
undergoing inter-laboratory validation and review for potential inclusion into EPA’s SW-
846.  Material-specific leaching characterization may be applied to site- or scenario-
specific release conditions in order to provide an estimate of contaminant release to the 
environment.  This presentation will provide an overview of LEAF in context with current 
leaching approaches and demonstrate how integration of leaching test results with 
scenario-specific data may be used for assessment of CCRs.  
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